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…a good idea or a step too far?
Introduction and Background
• Brief Context 
– Northumbria’s approach to PDP’s 
• (mirror, map, sonnet)
– eLearning Portal (Blackboard LCMS)















(more of this later)
What we wanted to know
Key questions were:
What are the benefits?
What are the drawbacks?
How do you envisage using e-portfolios in the 
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future?
In what ways can/should this be developed?
How did students respond to it?
What staff development/support is needed?
Benefits (and otherwise) of e-PDP
– Benefits
• Student ownership
• Staff and student 
enabling
– Drawbacks
• ICT ‘interference factor











• Flexible & interactive
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Other Issues
• Running throughout – you don’t have to do it
(but you should have a good reason not to)
• Alumni access
• Authentication
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• Need to develop roll out approach – re-
organisation damaged this.
• However, (student elearning survey findings)
When questionned whether they could access and 
share PDP online 58% agreed they could.
Mirror, Map, Sonnet?
• Does Bb encourage these?
• Where next for Northumbria?
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